Customize All the Things!

PRESENTED BY
Mike Kelley — Principal Information Developer, inContact
To produce inContact’s online help experience, we heavily customized the standard Flare TopNav project.

Additionally, we added other features by importing JavaScript plug-ins, fonts, and even created our own features when needed.
Some of inContact’s customizations

- Highly customized TopNav
- JavaScript to move search box on home page and topic pages
- Top-menu filtering (requires custom TopNav)
- Custom Zurb Foundation layout in OtherTopics master page for:
  - Topic body placement
  - Side menu placement
  - Breadcrumbs placement
- Imported Google fonts
- Font Awesome inclusion
- Hover maps
- Google Analytics
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF CERTIFIED TRAINING

As a webinar attendee, receive $100 OFF your next advanced training course.

MadCap Flare Responsive HTML5
June 14-15, 2016 (web-based)

MadCap Flare Project Management/Team Authoring
June 16-17, 2016 (web-based)

For more details, click here or email sales@madcapsoftware.com

Note: Courses subject to change. Availability based on student registration. Certain restrictions apply; cannot be combined with any other offer or promotion. Not valid on courses already purchased.
Questions?

Principal Information Developer

mike.kelley@incontact.com
mikekelley89@gmail.com
https://www.linkedin.com/in/mike-kelley-5609b013
Resources

• Sample project:
  http://assets.madcapsoftware.com/webinar/CustomizeAllTheThings.zip